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Manually Uploading Data to Brightspace
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       Course Bulk Tools

Built-In tools in Brightspace that can be 
used to export, import or copy courses 
using .csv and .zip packages.

Bulk Course Export (BCE) - Exports the 
data for a course into a .ZIP package that 
can be imported to create new courses.

     Bulk User Management

A Built-In tool in Brightspace that can be 
used to make large-scale changes to 
create users, update their info and make 
updates to their enrollments.

Bulk User Management can be found in 
the Users admin area. This tool requires 
you to use .csv files to make changes.

      IPSIS Configuration

SIS Integration (IPSIS) is a Built-In tool in 
Brightspace that allows you upload a 
.zip package full of .csv files to make 
large-scale changes to an entire 
organization at once.

The IPSIS Administration tool can be 
found in the admin area.

Brightspace offers numerous ways to retrieve data from Brightspace as well as putting 
data into Brightspace. Putting data into Brightspace generally requires a .csv file or a 
.zip package.
                       
                      Common tools that are used to put data into Brightspace:



What is Banner Integration?

Banner is a large collection of data such as a student's name and 
UserID, or the name and ID for an online course. Integration refers to 
the way that the data is connected between Banner and Brightspace.

The data is stored in tables, sorted by type. Here are a few types:

• User data (a table containing users' names, ID's and other personal attributes)
• Course data (a table containing course names, ID's, start dates, semester, etc...)
• Enrollment data (a table containing a list of users enrolled in a course, or the 

maximum number of enrollments for a course)
• Semester data (a table containing the start date and end date, or how many 

courses pertain to a particular semester)

Since the data is already organized in Banner, it is much easier to 
retrieve relevant data based on the data table we're requesting.
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Banner Data Extraction

Thanks to our custom script, Banner data extraction is painless and 
much easier.

Text data is exported from a Banner table and a custom script 
formats into a .CSV format. (A.K.A, a format that is easily readable 
and is supported by Brightspace.)

Once we have the .CSV file with the data,
we need to change the data to fit the
naming conventions of our Brightspace
Instance.
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Editing Data for Brightspace

Because our Brightspace Instance houses multiple institutions, we 
append the institution's three letter code as a prefix to keep 
everyone neatly contained in their own college level areas.

Since there are tens of thousands of pieces of data, there is a custom 
script that appends the three letter codes to the relevant data and 
then exports a .CSV file with the codes ready to go.
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Example: gsu_johnsmith or gsu_Calculus101

Example .CSV File (Using Code gsu_)



Automatically Uploading Data to Brightspace
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Using Banner Integration to Automate the Process

The .CSV files are placed into a .zip package and uploaded to a 
Secure FTP server. Every two hours Brightspace will take the .zip 
package from the SFTP server and upload them automatically. 
Brightspace will then run all the .CSV files in the .zip. This is called 
a 'batch'.

To set up an sftp server, you can find the configuration options in 
the IPSIS Administration tool in the admin area. You can configure 
the server address and the authentication here.



Closing and Other Information
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Looking for more information on 
Brightspace and Banner Integration?
Check out our website

Contact our 24/7 Helpdesk

Phone: 304-293-5192
Email: helpdesk@staff.wvnet.edu

https://wvnet.edu/client-services/brightspace/
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